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SKYCAT XL PARACHUTE SYSTEM 
USER MANUAL v1.1 - 4/2016 
 

Please, also download and read Skycat Launcher Manual before using the 
system. This manual covers operation of the main parachute container. 

 

Thank you for choosing Skycat! 

We want to offer uncompromised customer service to all of our old and new 
customers. Our team members have years of experience in various fields of the 
UAV industry and based on this experience and feedback from our clients, we 
recognize the importance of customer oriented approach. Our first goal is to 
stand out from the crowd, in a positive way. 

Please read and follow the instructions carefully. This manual is updated 
regularly. In case you have any questions, ideas or feedback, please don’t 
hesitate to contact us at www.skycat.pro/contact 

Fly safe! 
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HOW DOES SKYCAT XL PARACHUTE SYSTEM WORK? 

Skycat XL systems are based on pilot parachute principle. Main parachute is 
stored in a container, designed to open smoothly regardless of the orientation. 
Pilot parachute is ejected with the X55-CF launcher. Trigger connects the 
launcher to the receiver and power source. 

Launcher’s spring loaded piston is armed with a special Fuse. After trigger 
receives a launch signal, it allows current flow to the Fuse. The Fuse heats and 
snaps in a fraction of a second, releasing the piston and ejecting the pilot 
parachute. 

Pilot parachute is connected to a pin, which keeps the parachute container 
closed. After the pin is pulled out, container is free to open and main parachute 
is released. 
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IMPORTANT KNOWLEDGE AND SAFETY 

 

Please read and follow these instructions carefully to ensure successful 
operation and to stay within warranty limits.  

Careful installation, parachute folding and arming of the launcher is essential in 
order to achieve best possible performance.  

In case of any uncertainty, please don’t hesitate to contact us! 

 
X55 launcher operation 
 
Please, download the latest launcher manual at www.skycat.pro/downloads-1  

 

General safety 

 

- Only launch Skycat towards free airspace. Never point or launch towards 
people or animals. 

- Do not expose Skycat system to rain or use near flammable materials. 
- Don’t try to repair damaged components. Contact Skycat for repair and 

spare part services. 
- Only use to protect stable aircraft. Not suitable for aerobatic flying.  
- Use reliable, digital RC control systems. Radio malfunction can result in an 

unwanted eject. 
- Use of excessive force should not be required at any point of arming, 

loading or installation. 
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MAIN PARACHUTE FOLDING 
 
Demonstration video: http://tinyurl.com/packing-skycat-xl  

 
 

CLOSING THE PARACHUTE CONTAINER 

Slide the black and white packing-line through the loop. Position the folded 
parachute into the container and squeeze the first flap around the parachute. 
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Use the packing line to guide the loop through the first flap. Hold the container 
closed firmly.  

 

Pull container loop through the pocket flap. Pull out sufficient length of shock 
cord. Length is OK, when the shock cord reaches around the flap pocket and 
locking pin reaches the loop. 
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Close the last flap. 

 

 

Slide the locking pin through the loop while pulling on the packing line. Slide 
extra shock cord to the pocket. Pull out the packing line. 
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MOUNTING 
 
Mount the container to your aircraft using zip ties or make a custom mount. The 
straps at the base help with mounting. 

 
 
Mount pilot launcher pointing up, towards free airspace. Main parachute can 
exit the container at any angle. If possible, mount launcher below the container, 
to reduce the risk of collision with the parachute.  
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CONNECTING PARACHUTE LINES 
 
Loop the harness line around the boom or other durable location of your 
airframe and pull the line through the loop. 

 
 

Connect pilot parachute to the main parachute shock cord with the included 
small quick lock. Do not connect directly to the locking pin! 
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Make sure pilot parachute line is always on top of all harness lines and 
optional shock cord. Incorrect routing of lines may prevent successful 
deployment of the main parachute. 

Connect main parachute to the harness lines with the large quick lock. 
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OPTIONAL SHOCK CORD 
 
A shock cord adds distance between the parachute and harness lines and 
helps to stabilize the descent, especially in windy weather.  

Shock cord is connected directly to the main parachute loop. The other end is 
connected to the harness lines with a large quick lock. 
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DISCLAIMER 
 

Skycat is a backup system designed to help decrease the kinetic impact 
energy of your multicopter, UAV or radio controlled model in the case of an 
emergency. 

Skycat cannot prevent your multicopter, UAV or radio controlled model from 
causing damage or even death at impact. It is only designed to eject a 
parachute in order to decrease the velocity of your aircraft in an emergency 
situation. Skycat is strictly a backup device and does NOT replace proper 
training and timely execution of appropriate emergency procedures. 

Skycat is an electromechanical device and as such, it can fail to work properly 
which can result in false activation or no activation at all. Such failure can cause 
injuries or death.  

In the case of a false activation or inappropriately timed intended activation, the 
ejection of the parachute can cause your multicopter, UAV or radio controlled 
model to fly further and cause more damages, than it would have caused, had it 
crashed to the ground in a free fall. 

Skycat disclaims all warranties, whether expressed or implied, including but not 
limited to the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular 
purpose. Skycat does not assume any liability, whether direct or indirect from 
the use of Skycat products. In no event shall Skycat be liable for personal injury 
up to and including death. 
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